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AI is
revolutionizing

the world



Large models understand
complex multi-modal 
requests (image, text,
video) in natural language

Terminology: Large language / LM 
are decoder models with billions 
parameters trained trained trillion 
scale data examples
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LM are able to 
generate a wide 
variety of content 
from text, to image 
to code





AI is disrupting the cybersecurity
balance by lowering the bar for
attackers while simultaneously 
drastically scaling defenders'
capabilities



How AI is concretely reshaping cybersecurity 
offensive and defensive capabilities today



How AI is currently
enhancing offensive
capabilities



https://www.the-sun.com/tech/7730624/pope-wearing-puffer-jacket-viral-fake/ https://x.com/Ronin404/status/1639880081626525696?s=20



2022: Deep fake weaponized by nation state actors



2024 AI generation 
capabilities 
commoditized to 
perpetrate multimodal 
phishing & scams attacks

Audio

Video

Image



The LM underground market is thriving

Name Price Functionality w/wo
Voucher

Copy
Infrastructure

Malware Phishing Email Scam Site

CodeGPT
MakerGPT
FraudGPT
WorkGPT
XXXGPT
WolfGPT
Evil-GPT
DarkBERT
DarkBARD
BadGPT
BLACKHATGPT
EscapeGPT
FreedomGPT
DarkGPT

10 βytes* 
10 βytes* 
$90/month
€100/month
$90/month
$150
$10
$90/month
$80/month
$120/month
$199/month
$64.98/month
$10/100 messages
$0.78/50 messages

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Jailbreak prompts
Jailbreak prompts
-
-
Jailbreak prompts
Uncensored LM
Uncensored LLM
-
-
Censored LM
-
Uncensored LM
Uncensored LM
Uncensored LM

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.03315v1.pdf*βytes is the forum token of hackforums.net:      indicates implicit mention.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.03315v1.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.03315v1.pdf


Example of
vulnerability
generated

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.03315v1.pdf

https://struct.github.io/

Clearly not working
 
Other research on
vulnerability exploitation
support models current 
inability to generate exploits

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.03315v1.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.03315v1.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2401.03315v1.pdf
https://struct.github.io/


Nation state actors started to 
abuse GenAI services for 
translation, technology research, 
script refinement, disinformation 
and reconnaissance 



Proprietary + Confidential

Current AI weaponization risks assessment

Phishing
Risk:

LM might write more
convincing personalized

BEC phishing emails
using OSINT info

Malware

LM can be abused to create
malicious documents that
escape traditional AVs, no

real world evidence yet

Risk:

Misinformation
Risk:

LM  can be used to create
more believable

disinformation campaigns

Proliferation?
Risk:

Concerns that LM  can
be used to help  build

nuclear, chemical,
biological weapons



What do AI cybersecurity
defensive capabilities 
look like today?



LM capabilities explored today
Reasoning capabilities
Scale content review

Multimodal understanding
Analyze malicious documents

Code understanding
Secure code

Generative capabilities
Speed up incident response



The solutions explored are
model agnostic - use your 
favorite LM



Reasoning
capabilities
Scale content
review



Fraud & abuse manual reviews must scale to an ever 
increasing amount of content generated



Hate & violenceMisinformation User reportsPhishing & Scams



Leverage large model
reasoning capabilities to
perform trainingless 
content classification

Opportunity



Zero-shot 
pre-filtering User generated content

Escalation

Violation

Human rater

Likely violation

LM Rater Policy



<Misinformation and Disinformation Policy>
… 
2) Comments should not make false claims that could 
materially discourage census participation.

3) Comments should not mislead voters about the time, 
place, means, or eligibility requirements of voting.

…
</Misinformation and Disinformation Policy>

Question: You are an expert content moderator. Does the 
following comment violate the Misinformation and 
Disinformation Policy?

Comment: “[COMMENT]”

Answer:

Tip: Add tags

Policy

Question for the model

What to moderate

Tip: Add the beginning
of the answer

Tip: add roleTip: Add role



Rapid escalation

Rapidly escalate 
high-confidence violative 

content, reducing response 
time & toll on rater well-being

Efficient error detection

Quickly Identify high-confidence 
disagreement between a human rater and an 

LM for error and labeling purposes. 
Deconflict with additional human raters

Pre-filtering

Remove high-confidence 
non-violations from a human 

rater queue, focusing available 
resources to borderline or 

violative content



Few-shots 
pre-filtering

Escalation

Human rater

Likely violation

Violation

User generated content

PolicyLM Rater

Few examples



<Misinformation and Disinformation Policy>
…
</Misinformation and Disinformation Policy>

<examples>
…
- “No one under the age of 23 can vote” violates policy 2)
…
</examples>

Question: You are an expert content moderator. Does the 
following comment violate the Misinformation and 
Disinformation Policy?

Comment: “[COMMENT]”

Answer:

Adding examples
(few shots) 
statically or
dynamically (RAG)
improves accuracy



Experimental results

Dataset Static policy Policy + RAG

Election Misinformation 98.7% 98.2% (-0.5%)

Hate Speech 90.3% 91.1% (+0.8%)

Violent Extremism 89.3% 91.1% (+1.8%)

Harassment 87.2% 90.1% (3.9%)



Using LMs as assistant to flag key sentences helps boost
human accuracy by 9–11%



Leverage LM reasoning capabilities
for trainingless content review scalingOpportunity

C
hallenges

AI understandable Policies
Policies might need to be refined
to be understandable

Requires No-code LM integration
Ability to quickly deploy new LM fine-tuned prompts 
without requiring changing services

Benefits

Faster response to emerging threats
Reacting to new threats only requires to draft a policy 
and supply a few examples

Reduce manual toils
Reduce the amount of reviews done by humans

Guardrails against review mistake
by acting as 2nd reviewer LM help spot potential 
review mistakes and escalate them before they 
become an issue



Multimodal 
capabilities
Analyze malicious 
documents





Image only
0.6%

Text + images
69.6%

Text only
29.8%

Key challenge: Most malicious documents blocked by 
Gmail are multimodal





Using only prompt-tuning 
Gemini Pro achieves 91% 
accuracy on Virus Total 
dataset

However our specialized 
model achieve 99% 
accuracy while being ~100x 
faster to run



Leverage large model 
multimedia capabilities to 
analyze multimodal 
malicious documents



Leverage LM 
multimodal to offer 
meaningful explanation

Opportunity



This document is likely a phishing attempt impersonating 
Paypal and should not be trusted. Here are some reasons why:

● Suspicious phone number: The phone number "+1 (866) 
278-4075" does not match the official PayPal customer 
support phone numbers.

● Urgency or pressure tactics: The document urges you to 
call within 24 hours to cancel the order, creating a sense 
of urgency and pressuring you to act quickly.

● Call back requested: The document asks you to call a 
specific phone number, which could be used to steal your 
personal information.

Identified key discrepancy 
from real invoice 

Perfectly understood the 
image complex content

Correctly assessed risk and 
consequence

Retrieval data will be key 
here to get correct number



Leverage LM multimodal capabilities
to detect multimodal malicious documentsOpportunity

Benefits

Deal with multimodal attacks
LM are able to jointly process images, text, code, giving 
them an edge when understanding multimodal threats

Generalize across formats
Semantic understanding of the threats allows the 
detection  to be filetype and metadata agnostic

Act as an analyst
LM answers go beyond classification: providing 
analyst-level capabilities that are easier for users to 
understand

C
hallenges

Fine-tuning required
Getting the best performance out of LM requires 
full fine-tuning rather than prompt engineering

Prohibitively hard to scale 
LM computation cost makes using LM at Gmail scale 
infeasible but great for small scale. Large scale 
requires a specialized model



Coding capabilities
Secure codebase



https://security.googleblog.com/2023/07/the-ups-and-downs-of-0-days-year-in.html



Code to Target Prompt

Build and Evaluate Fuzz Target

Raw Compilation 
Logs

Extracted 
Compilation Errors

Build and
Evaluate

Revised Fuzz 
Target

LM code 
understanding 
can be used to 
enhance fuzzers 
harness

Early success

https://security.googleblog.com/2023/08/ai-powered-fuzzing-breaking-bug-hunting.html

LMOSS-Fuzz + 
Introspector

Evaluation 
Framework

Actions occur only if original fuzz target fails to compile

https://google.github.io/oss-fuzz/research/llms/target_generation/



GitHub is actively 
developing an assistant 
to help detect and fix 
vulnerabilities

https://github.blog/2024-02-14-fixing-security-vulnerabilities-with-ai/



Leverage large model 
code understanding to 
find and patch code 
vulnerabilities

opportunity

Opportunity



opportunity Hype alert
New vulnerability 
detection benchmark 
shows current results 
don’t generalize

https://arxiv.org/abs/2403.18624



Early success

A Code LM was able to 
successfully patch 15% of 
the simple vulnerabilities 
found by sanitizers

https://research.google/pubs/ai-powered-patching-the-future-of-automated-vulnerability-fixes/



“Only” 15% success rate long way to go

Commented out code to solve the problem…

Rewrote the code to run sequentially

Deleted unit tests causing the detection

AI can patch code

Some bug are easier than other

Able to add a mutex to fix a race condition 

Can fix data leak by removing pointer uses

Some interesting behaviors



Model patching 
accuracy in nowhere 
near the level needed 
for production 



Leverage lm coding capabilities to 
find and patch code vulnerabilitiesOpportunity

Benefits

Help find vulnerabilities faster
Complement to fuzzing assuming precision is good 
enough to not create too many false positives

Eliminate windows of vulnerability 
Vuln detection + patch generation if accurate has 
the potential to eliminate the vulnerability windows 
by offering a fix at commit time 

Reduce manual burden
Help triage bug reports and generate fixes

C
hallenges

Validation is very complex
Validating that a patch fixes a vulnerability without breaking 
anything requires extensive tests and/or manual review

Dataset creation
Creating the right dataset is difficult: requires a large 
scale manual effort by experts

Complex training
Getting the best performance requires a complex 
interplay of training techniques and a lot of compute



Generative 
capabilities
Speed-up incident 
response



During incident response speed is of the essence



Leverage large model 
generative capabilities 
to speed-up incident 
response

Opportunity



LM are able to help 
incident teams write 
incident summaries 
51% faster

Early success

Time spent (in minutes) writing an incident summary

Starting from scratch in minutes
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https://security.googleblog.com/2024/04/accelerating-incident-response-using.html



LMs are comparable to humans when writing incident 
summaries

How well does this summary follow the writing guidelines?

Poorly

How well does this summary cover the incident’s key points?
%
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Getting good results
requires very well 
structured data and
prompts



Leverage LM generative capabilities to
speed-up incident responseOpportunity

Benefits

51% faster summarization
LM helps reduce incident time by making the
summarization 2x faster

More consistent summaries
LM are more consistent at following guidelines than
humans, leading to more consistent summaries 
overall

C
hallenges

Complex data input
Incident data must be very well structured to get
good results

Only speed up summarization
So far LM are only able to help with summarization
not doing the root cause analysis

Requires human in the loop
Summaries must be proofread by analysts to ensure
correctness and completeness



Capabilities recap

Reasoning capabilities
Scale content review

Multimodal understanding
Analyze malicious 

documents

Code  understanding
Secure code

Generative capabilities
Speed up incident 

response



AI will give the advantage back to 
the defenders

More research is urgently needed to 
harness AI cybersecurity capabilities

Takeaways AI is also driving advanced offensive 
capabilities and lowering the technical bar



Review your current defenses to identify
which would benefit the most from AI

Apply Today

In the next 6 months
Increase defense in depth by adding at
least one AI powered defense

Increase preparedness by educating your
workforce about the rise of AI offensive 
capabilities

In the next 6 months
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